INDEX OF READINESS FOR DIGITAL LIFELONG LEARNING

LUXEMBOURG
LEARNING PARTICIPATION AND OUTCOMES
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Luxembourg scores as the 4th best performing country
in the overall digital learning readiness index in Europe.

•

Its main strengths lie in availability of digital learning
and educational attainment and participation.

•

The institutions and policies as well as regulatory
environment in digital learning in Luxembourg are
assessed to be among the top group of EU-27 countries.

•

The main weakness relates to the digital skills and
competences of educators, which need further
development in Luxembourg.
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•

Digitalisation of learning is part of the current
government coalition agreement. As regards digital
learning in education, it is reflected notably in the use
of digital technology and the development of e-skills.

•

Priorities are set on innovation and modernisation
of vocational training offers (lifelong learning),
development of a national e-learning platform,
generalisation of the computer science school section
and access to digital devices in secondary education.

•

There is a centralised effort to develop digital skills and
competences under the eduSphere project and at the
National Teachers’ Training Centre.
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•

The digital skills and teaching competency of educators
in adult learning is fragmented across different service
providers and also less developed. This requires further
attention and development.

•

There is continuous effort to enrich the adult education
with digital options; this should continue.

•

Learning outcomes based on existing data are rather
poor for Luxembourg. We recommend a systematic
evaluation and improvement of the quality of the
education to address this issue.
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TAKEAWAYS:
WHAT CAN WE LEARN FROM THIS COUNTRY?
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